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Abstract 

A one-dimensional Stefan problem for a thin plate which is heated by laser 

pulses is solved by approximating the enthalpy formulation of the problem by C° 

piccewise linear finite elements in space combined with a semi-implicit scheme 

in time. 

Shortened title: Stefan problem... 
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Introduction 

ín [1] a ID heat transfer equation (IITE) in a thin steel plate is solved in order to 

study the time evolution of the melting and evaporation front in dependence on the 

structure of periodic laser pulses by which the plate is heated. 

The problem of solving the HTE under the presence of a phase inerface belongs 

to a class of problems called Stefan problem [2], [3]. It differs from the problem 

of solving the IITE by two additional conditions which must be satisfied on the 

phase boundary: the temperature equals a melting temperature Tm and the heat 

flow exhibits a jump corresponding to the liberation or absorption of a latent heat 

Lm (Stefan condition). Except the simplest cases [2] the problem is solved numer

ically. In [1] the temperature formulated problem is solved by the method of finite 

differences (Crank - Nicolson's scheme) with the Stefan condition explicitly written 

out and using the moving grids in solid and liquid phases. 

We give an alternative solution of the problem by the method proposed in [4] 

and recently used in [5], which simplifies the numerical modelling by not requiring 

the moving grids and the explicit writing out of the Stefan condition (it will be 

satisfied automatically). Moreover, we shall assume the temperature dependence of 

the specific heat cp, of the thermal conductivity Л and of the density p of the plate 
material. 

The method relies on a formulation of the problem with the help of the enthalpy 
и = / ^ cp(T')dT' (which is defined up to an additive constant) and on the fact 
that the temperature T depends on enthalpy as shown in fig. 1,7' = /?(u). The 
differences u2 — щ, гц — u3 correspond to the latent heats of fusion and evaporation, 
Lm and Lv. Then, the weak formulation of the problem is approximated by the 
piccewise linear continuous finite elements in space combined with a semi-implicit 
scheme in time. 
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Weak formulation of the problem 

To fix ideas, suppose the plate is horizontal such that it fills up the space betwcn 
x = 0 and x = a > 0, and suppose it is heated from above by laser pulses. Suppose 
that the initial temperature of the plate is constant, To, different from melting (or 
boiling) temperature T,n. We have to solve the ID IITE 

„ ! = V . ( . W r ) = V . ( A ^ Y „ ) (,, 

on Q = fi x (0, tp), where fi = [0,a] and tp is some positive finite time, with the 

following boundary conditions: 

AVnr = (2-}1Т(Т-Тс)-са(Т1-Те
1) (2) 

= Л at ж = я, 

AVnT = hT(T-Te) + ea(T4-Te
{) (3) 

= В at x = 0. 

Here и = (1,0,0) is the outer normal to the upper side of plate, Q is density of 
the heat flow fiom laser, Te is the temperature of an environment surrounding the 
plate, б is the emissivity of the plate suifaces, a is the Stcfan-Boltzmann constant. 
The terms with the heat transfer coefficient h? and with a describe respectively the 
convective (Newton's law) and radiative heat loses. 

Suppose, moreover, that the temperatuie dependent parameters p, cp, A aie 
strictly positive and that the function (3 is piecewise C1 function such that /?(£) = Tm 

rcsp. Tf, for all £ 6 [1*1,1*2] resp. £ 6 [t(3) u.i] and such that it satisfies the condition 

0 < /?'(£) < 6, where b is some finite number, for all £ £ [щ, u2] U [ti3, ил] - see fig. 1. 

The weak formulation of the pioblem is ((ф,х) = /n Фх^х )'• 
Find и such that 

(Р—,ф) + (\(3'ЧщЧф) = А-ф-В-ф, и(.,0)=щ = р-1(То) oní l (4) 

for all suitable test functions ф and almost every t £ (0, tp). (See [4], [3] for mathe

matical details.) 
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Numerical scheme 

Wc will solve (4) in a class of C° piecewise linear functions on ft. The space 
discretization of (4) is done in a standard way by dividing ft by M + 2 points 
X{ = ia/(M + 1) = ih, i = 0,...,M + 1, where the integer M > 0, into M + 1 
intervals /,• = [(i — l)h,ih], i= 1,...,Л/ -f-1) and by considering the finite element 
space 

Vh — {Ф £ C°(ft); ф\[ is a polynomial function of degree < 1 on all f's } 

with the basis {^JfiJ2 °f "pyramidal" functions ф{(х) = (A'-+i — x)/h on /,-+1, 
фх = (ж — X{-i)/h on /;, ф{ = О otherwise, which are orthogonal with respect to the 
discrete inner product 

The JYj£ denote the nodal points belonging to the interval i" and гд is an interpolation 
operator related to T ,̂. 

Setting the time step r = tp/N, where the integer JV > 0, tn = пт, and following 
[4], we obtain the space-time discretization of (4): 
Find (t/n)£r0\ Un € Vh such that 

(p(Un)U*+1~ ^,ф\ + (a(Un)VUn+\ Уф)к = A(Un) • ф - B{Un) • ф for all ф 6 Vh, 

U° = u0, (5) 

where on each interval / 

a(U»)\ ={WW^ ifVt/« = 0on/, 
1 Л(^ ) У ( Г ЖУ ifVt/^Oon/. 

We set /?'(t/n) = /?'(u! - 0) for Un = щ, /3'(Un) = /?'(u2 + 0) for £/n = u2 etc. 

Note 1: Another choice of the time discretization would result, e.g., in explicit or 

Crank-Nicolson's scheme. 

By inserting Un = E?=o2 U?1>u where £/,n = Un{X{), and by inserting ф = ф3 

into (5) wc obtain its matrix foim: 
Tj'^1 — U n 

D » + R » U " + 1 = F", 
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or equivalent])' 

(1 + r • (D n ) - 1 R")U" + 1 = U n + 7 - ' ( D n ) - l F " , n=Q,...,N-l. (6) 

The column vectors U n , F " G /£A/+2 have their components i//1, S,a13", Si{M+l)A
n, 

respectively. 

The (M + 2) x (M + 2) matrix D n is diagonal with strictly positive elements 
* 

<*к = (рпФи '/'.)л = />"ЛД«, i = 0,...,AÍ +1, 

where A,- = 1/2 for i = 0 or i = M+l, and A{ = 1 otherwise. The (M + 2) X (M + 2) 

matrix R" is symmetric tridiagonal. Its elements arc 

r,1 = (a n V&, ViPi)h = (a? . l t n + flfo + a?<R + af+ltL)/ht i = 0,..., M + 1, 

with the exception of 7-Q0 resp. г?м+щм+1) in which cases the first two resp. the 

last two terms have to be omited, 

r?(,-+i) = (a"vU-> V ^ + i ) = " « я + а? + 1,JÁ, i = 0,..-., M. 

In the abo^e formulas the positive coefficients a*R, a"L denote the a"'s with the 

derivatives /3', if needed, taken at the point A',- from the right or from the left. 

The matrix R n is easily shown to be diagonally dominant (one has 7-? > 0,r*i+1 < 

0). Thus, the implicit scheme (6) is positive and it is well known to be uncondition

ally stable. 

N o t e 2: As shown in [4], for 2D problem the scheme (6) is stable under the condition 

rb/h2 < c, where с is an arbitrary positive constant. Moreover, its solution converges 

strongly (in a corresponding space) to the solution of problem (4) whenever r and 

/i tend to zeio in such a way that r/h2 tends to zeio. 

Numerical results 

To set the space and time steps in (6) properly, it is convenient to proceed further 

with the help of dimensionless variables x" = x/a, t" — Fo • Ste., where Fo = 

Xst/(pscpsa2) is the Fourier number and Ste = cps(Tm — To)/Lm is the Stefan number, 

it" = u/Lm, T" = (T — Tm)/(Tm — To). We define also the dimcnsioulcss density 

/>' = pjps. the specific heat capacity c;" = c?1/cř„ and the heat conductivity Л* = Л/Ал 
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(the subscript .5 refers to solidus). Then, besides the replacing all of the parameters 

in matrices D " and R" by their nondimensional equivalents and Un by U'n, the 

only change in equation (6) is that R" is divided by Sie and F" is divided by 

'Vi (Tm — Ta)/a. 

Wc set for the iron plate its thickness a — imm, Tm = 1S10A', J), = 3300Л', 

T0 = Te = ЗОО/ť, Lm = 0.2imJ/kg, Lv = 7.5UMJ/kg, ра = 730бЛ:^/77г3, ср1 = 

imJ/ikgK), Xs = 34J/(?7isiQ, u\ = 0, u:2 = 1, u; = 5.51, u"A = 33.14, hT = 

104H'/(m2 /O. The Stefan number Ste = 4.2. 

Our program was written in Fortran 77 and the results were obtained by solving 

the set of linear algebraic equations (6) for U n + 1 with the space step h = 1/100 and 

with the time step r = /г/2000. 

N o t e 3: We plot the results by means of the dimensional variables in order to have 

a better insight into the -time scales. 

Both the enthalpy and temperature histories of the plate weie calculated. The 

figs. 2 - 5 show the temperature history of the upper side of the plate and the 

time history of the melting front (which is defined at time ť by the set of points 

{x" e f i - ; 0 < U'n < 1}) for different structures of the 1 aser pulses. The fig. 6 shows 

the temperature history of the upper boundary layer of the plate for Q as shown in 

fig. 3. 

We point out that the results similar to those in [1] are easily obtained by keeping 

the thermal parameters of iion constant, nearly equal to those at melting tempera

ture. 

Conclusion 

Wc have shown the straightforward modification of the new numerical method to 

the studied problem. The results were obtained with small numerical modelling 

requirements (continuity, piecewise linearity, no moving grids, no nonlincarity and 

thus no iterations). 
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Captions for illustrations 

Fig. 1: Temperature as a function of enthalpy. 

Fig. 2: From above: density of the heat flow from laser (Qmas: = 5.25 • 10°W/77i2), 

temperature of the heated surface, position of the melting fiont vs time. 

Fig. 3: The same as in fig. 2. 

Fig. 4: The same as in fig. 2. 

Fig. 5: The same as in fig. 2. 

Fig. 6: Temperature history of the upper boundary layer for Q as shown in fig. 3. 








